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Abstract—The tremendous increase of data sources containing spatial information is bound up with the diversity of geospatial applications such as location-based services (LBS) and global positioning systems. LBS providers use maps to locate spatial entities referring to points of interest (POI), for instance restaurants or locations of events. In our study, we specifically focus on places that tourists can get through LBS. The multiplication of these providers has an impact on the quality of data: spatial entities referring to the same POI may include spatial and terminological properties with incomplete, inconsistent, inaccurate or even wrong data. Thus, entity matching approaches have been proposed to discover correspondences between spatial entities, and experimental validations are traditionally performed to demonstrate the performance of these approaches in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. However, the datasets used in these experiments are rarely available, thus limiting their reuse and a fair comparison between the proposed approaches. This paper introduces PABench, a benchmark for spatial entity matching, which is available for researchers to assess their algorithms. Our benchmark includes a taxonomy of observed differences, inconsistencies and errors, which enables the characterization of different LBS providers. PABench can provide a complete and accurate evaluation of the different aspects of spatial entity matching approaches, and also facilitate an understanding of their weaknesses and abilities with respect to spatial integration. This paper provides a conceptual platform to enable LBS interoperability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of LBS and the increasing amount of geographic data, many issues arise related to the integration of several sources of spatial data. This integration is necessary in order to update information that changes daily [1] or to produce more complete and accurate information [2]. LBS are daily used in various applications, and cartographic providers (e.g., Google Maps, Bing Maps, MapQuest) play an essential role in offering POIs such as restaurants, hotels and tourist places. A POI can be defined as a geographic object that has a point geometric shape. A POI has spatial attributes, longitude and latitude, and terminological (non-spatial) attributes such as name and type (e.g., restaurant, hotel). Some providers may supply additional terminological attributes such as address, phone number, web site, customers’ ratings, etc. Due to lack of completeness, noise, inaccurate and contradictory data, it is interesting to propose solutions for detecting corresponding entities (i.e., which refer to the same POI) as given from different providers. This challenge aims at improving the quality and the relevance of information, which has a significant impact in tourist applications.

Geospatial integration has been widely studied under the term “map conflation” where two whole maps are integrated. Integration of maps consists of identifying the corresponding entities and fusing them [3]. Ruiz et al. present a wide description of the art with respect to map conflation [4]. The authors describe existing works in map conflation regarding their formats (raster and vector) and their criteria such as spatial data, terminological data and topological relationships between entities. Some works have been proposed in map conflation using punctual entities [5][6][7], linear entities [8][9][10] and polygonal entities [11][12][13]. Thakkar et al. propose a tool to assess the quality of geospatial data sources [14]. It utilizes the information from geospatial data sources with known quality to estimate the quality of geospatial data sources with unknown quality. In the last decade, the integration problem mainly refers to the “entity matching” research domain, enhanced by a spatial aspect. The discovery of corresponding entities is performed either by exploiting only spatial information [15] or by computing and combining terminological similarities for selected attributes (e.g., name, type) [16][17]. Machine learning algorithms may be applied to tune the parameters (e.g., weights) of a matching process [18]. When corresponding entities have been detected, an interesting use case aims at displaying a merged entity, i.e., to use a crafted algorithm to fuse the attributes’ values of these corresponding entities. Such merging algorithms are not 100% confident. For instance, two corresponding entities may have a different location and the algorithm needs to determine the correct position. Similarly, the names or the phone numbers of two corresponding entities may differ, and the choice of the correct values relies on the merging algorithm. A merged entity may therefore include at different levels some uncertainties, which have to be presented to end-users [19].

Unfortunately, it is impossible to have a fair evaluation and comparison between existing approaches due to the absence of benchmarks. Our objective is to design such a benchmarking system, called PABench (POI Alignment Benchmark) to compare the existing spatial entity matching approaches in order to improve them or to build a better one. First, it is important to find out how the corresponding entities differ between each
other in order to understand how they can be integrated. To do so, we formalize a taxonomy to distinguish the differences that may occur within the entity set of one single provider, denoted as Intra-Difference class, and the differences between the entity sets of several providers, denoted as Inter-Difference class. The former class helps evaluate the quality of the entity set of one provider (e.g., complete information, redundancies), while the latter helps evaluate the matching between the entity sets of several providers. This taxonomy is useful to produce statistics about the providers’ datasets. The next step is to create a benchmark based on the characterization of the taxonomy to understand the weaknesses and strengths of spatial entity matching approaches.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: (i) propose a model of LBS, (ii) construct the taxonomy and understand how it impacts the results’ quality of a spatial entity matching system, (iii) create a benchmark that serves in evaluating and comparing the spatial entity matching approaches [20].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related work is discussed. The taxonomy of differences is given in Section III. PABench is presented in Section IV. The construction of datasets is given in Section V and a use case is provided in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and outlines future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we present existing benchmarks in data integration.

In ontology matching, the objective is to discover semantic correspondences between concepts and properties of different ontologies [21]. Ontology alignment researchers have designed Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) [22] to compare ontology alignment tools. The OAEI datasets fulfill various criteria. For instance, the benchmark dataset gathers many ontologies in which a specific type of information has been altered (modifications, deletions, etc.). Consequently, it aims at detecting the weaknesses of a tool according to available information. Other datasets might be very specific like the Food and Agriculture Organization ontologies, which usually require external resources such as dictionaries to obtain acceptable results. In 2013, the initial datasets have been extended with synthetic ones [23].

Schema matching and mapping can be defined as the discovery of correspondences between schema elements as well as the mapping functions to transform source instances into target instances [24]. The community has designed benchmarks for evaluating these two tasks. XBenchMatch enables the assessment of schema matching tools [25]. It includes a classification of task-oriented datasets and new metrics for computing the post-match effort. STBenchmark aims at evaluating the quality of the mapping functions and their execution time [26]. Datasets are gathered according to common transformations (e.g., copying, flattening) but they can be enriched using instance generators, which can be tuned with configuration parameters (e.g., kinds of join, nesting levels).

The entity matching task, which is directly related to spatial entity matching, consists of discovering correspondences between equivalent objects. It also benefits from two benchmarks. The former proposes a set of four datasets about e-commerce and scientific publications [27]. These static datasets were used to compare entity matching tools. On the other hand, EMBench is based on importing existing entities (e.g., from Linked Open Data) and applying modifiers to their features (e.g., abbreviation, synonyms) [28]. These changes generate a set of modified entities, which form an entity matching dataset when grouped with the original entities. Although these two entity matching benchmarks are useful in most contexts, they are insufficient when dealing with spatial matching.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no benchmark for evaluating spatial entity matching approaches. Kang et al. propose a tool to detect the corresponding spatial entities [29]. They take two sources of entities as input, the potentially corresponding entity pairs being automatically detected based on a specified similarity measure. Then, the user has to make a decision for each pair to be considered as corresponding or not. This tool may be interesting to create a training dataset but it is not enough for a benchmark. Beeri et al. implemented a random-dataset generator to evaluate their spatial entity matching approach [30]. They generate two datasets of spatial entities in which some entities are corresponding. Unfortunately, generated entities are described only by spatial information (longitude and latitude) because their proposed matching approach exploits only the spatial information to detect the correspondences. Otherwise, the datasets used in the spatial entity matching papers are not made fully available, for instance because of confidentiality issues. A few attempts are available, such as a dataset about restaurants [31]. Yet, they cannot be exploited for various reasons. Some of them are not challenging (e.g., a simple equality metric applied to the phone numbers in the restaurant dataset discovers all the correct corresponding entities). In addition, a specific dataset may be required, for instance to include all POI types (e.g., restaurants, museums, mountains) or all entities from a given area. This lack of benchmark does not facilitate a fair and accurate comparison of the different spatial matching approaches. We also argue that the properties of a dataset are useful, both for understanding why a spatial entity matching approach is (not) effective, and for using appropriate training data when needed.

III. TAXONOMY

In this section, we present a taxonomy to characterize the differences between the LBS providers. We start by introducing preliminary definitions that describe a model of LBS providers.

A. Preliminary definitions

It is necessary to understand the context of the LBS in order to construct a process to integrate them. In this section we illustrate a model that describes the LBS context of multi-provider.

Definition 1: Point of Interest (POI)

A POI is a geographical object described by a set of properties. Among these properties, there is a name, a type (e.g., restaurant, castle), a location (positioning coordinates) and a geometric shape (e.g., point, line, polygon). It is defined by the tuple:

\[ \text{POI} = \{\text{name}, \text{type}, \text{coordinates}, \text{shape}\} \]

For example, the tuple ET below represents the Eiffel Tower POI:

\[ \text{ET} = \{\text{Eiffel Tower, Tourist, (48.858439, 2.294474), Point}\} \]
We distinguish between large POI and small POI relative to the POI area in the real-world. For example, a pub is a small POI while a park is a large POI. Let us consider the set $\mathbb{P} = \{p_1, ..., p_q\}$ that contains all the POIs of the real world where $q$ is the number of POIs. Each LBS provider offers a set of entities that refer to a subset of existing POIs. Currently, the entities are represented with a point geometrical shape. Regarding the entities that refer to POIs with large areas, they are approximated by points such as computing their center of gravity [30]. The entities offered by a provider are derived from a specific schema of that provider.

Definition 2: Schema of provider
The schema $S_k$ describes the structure of entities offered by the provider $k$. It is defined by:

$$S_k = I_k \cup L_k \cup A_k \cup B_k$$

where

- $I_k = \{id_k\}$ is an internal identifier attribute that represents a given entity for the provider $k$.
- $L_k = \{\text{LONGITUDE}_k, \text{LABEL}_k, \text{LATITUDE}_k, \text{LABEL}_k\}$ is a pair of spatial attributes standing for the spatial information.
- $A_k = \{\text{NAME}_k, \text{POITYPE}_k, \text{LABEL}_k\}$ is a pair of terminological attributes that are mandatory. We call them primary attributes because they exist in the schemas of all providers and always have values.
- $B_k = \{\text{att}_1B_k, \text{LABEL}_1, ..., \text{att}_nB_k, \text{LABEL}_n\}$ is another set of terminological attributes that are optionally provided with $r = |B_k|$. We call them secondary attributes because they may be either missed from some schemas or have null values.

Hypothetically, a schema of any provider $k$ includes at least all attributes in $I_k \cup L_k \cup A_k$. We note $\text{att}_k$ any attribute of the schema $S_k$. The abstract data type of $\text{att}_k$, denoted as $\text{att}_k\text{.type}$, may have one of the following data types: string, number, array or associative array. Note that a schema may be static or dynamic. A static schema has fixed labels and structures, while for a dynamic schema, labels and structures can be modified. As an example, the provider OpenStreetMap [32] has a dynamic schema in which the user can add new attributes for some entities. In contrast, GoogleMap [33] has a static schema, so that the number and the labels of the attributes are common for all the entities. The set of entities of a provider $k$ is denoted by $\mathbb{E}_k = \{e_1, ..., e_n\}$ where $n$ is the number of entities.

Definition 3: Entity of POI
An entity of a POI of a provider $k$, denoted by $e \in \mathbb{E}_k$, is an instance of the schema $S_k$ and refers to one real-world POI $p \in \mathbb{P}$.

$$e = \{(\text{id}_k, \text{LABEL}_k, \text{id}_k, \text{VAL}_k), (\text{LATITUDE}_k, \text{LABEL}_k, \text{LATITUDE}_k, \text{VAL}_k), (\text{LONGITUDE}_k, \text{LABEL}_k, \text{LONGITUDE}_k, \text{VAL}_k), (\text{NAME}_k, \text{LABEL}_k, \text{NAME}_k, \text{VAL}_k), (\text{TYPE}_k, \text{LABEL}_k, \text{TYPE}_k, \text{VAL}_k), (\text{att}_1B_k, \text{LABEL}_1, \text{att}_1B_k, \text{VAL}_1), ..., (\text{att}_nB_k, \text{LABEL}_n, \text{att}_nB_k, \text{VAL}_n)\}$$

where $r$ is the number of secondary attributes of the schema $S_k$. Table I shows an example of two entities $x$ and $y$ offered by two different providers that represent the POI ET (Eiffel Tower) with two different schemas. We denote $\mathbb{E} = \bigcup_{k=1}^{m} \mathbb{E}_k$, the union set of $m$ providers’ entities sets.

Definition 4: Association function $f$
The association function $f$ is defined by:

$$f: \mathbb{E} \rightarrow \mathbb{P}$$
$$e \rightarrow f(e) = p$$

such that $e \in \mathbb{E}$ refers to $p$.

For example, the entity $x$ of Table I refers to the POI ET (Eiffel Tower) and $f(x) = ET$.

Definition 5: Corresponding entities
Two entities $e_1 \in \mathbb{E}_1$ and $e_2 \in \mathbb{E}_2$ are corresponding entities, denoted $e_1 \equiv e_2$, iff

$$\exists p \in \mathbb{P}\\forall f(e_1) = f(e_2) = p$$

For example, the two entities $x$ and $y$ of Table I are corresponding entities ($x \equiv y$) because they refer to the same POI ET (Eiffel Tower).

Definition 6: Corresponding attributes
Two attributes $\text{att}_1 \in \mathbb{A}_1$ and $\text{att}_2 \in \mathbb{A}_2$ are two corresponding attributes, denoted $\text{att}_1 \equiv \text{att}_2$, iff they represent the same concept.

In the literature of schema matching, the correspondences between attributes are represented by a relationship [24] such as equivalence, overlap, disjointness, exclusion. But in the context of LBS providers, we only consider the equivalence relationship.

In the next section, we use the above definitions to introduce the taxonomy of differences.

B. Taxonomy of differences
In this section, we propose a formalization of the various differences that may arise between the entities of two providers. To illustrate the comparison between providers, let us consider $\mathbb{E}_1$ and $\mathbb{E}_2$ as entity sets of two LBS providers. Let $\mathbb{S}_1 = I_1 \cup L_1 \cup A_1 \cup B_1$ and $\mathbb{S}_2 = I_2 \cup L_2 \cup A_2 \cup B_2$ be the schemas of $\mathbb{E}_1$ and $\mathbb{E}_2$ respectively. Also, consider the POI $p \in \mathbb{P}$ and two corresponding entities $e_1 \in \mathbb{E}_1$ and $e_2 \in \mathbb{E}_2$ that refer to $p$ (i.e., $e_1 \equiv e_2$).

The potentially corresponding entities of several sets will be compared depending on four levels: 1) schema, 2) terminology, 3) spatial and 4) entities’ availability.

1) Schema Differences:
This level explains the heterogeneity between distinct schemas where two differences are distinguished.

Generally, differences between schemas involve two providers, i.e., Inter-Difference. In the case of a provider with a dynamic schema, differences may be classified as Intra-Difference.

Attribute Heterogeneity:
The attribute heterogeneity consists of two corresponding attributes belonging to two distinct schemas and have different labels or different abstract data types. In Table I, the attribute
**Table I. Example of Two Entities x and y, Offered by Two Different Providers, that Represent the POI ET (Eiffel Tower) with Two Different Schemas**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Entity x (offered by provider 1)</th>
<th>Entity y (offered by provider 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>EntityID: 5190385</td>
<td>id: fd8fbb242d789f2a8a132e1764f1c2a95927714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latitude: 48.858606</td>
<td>geometry: {location: {lat: 48.85837, lng: 2.294481}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longitude: 2.293971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>DisplayName: Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>name: Eiffel Tower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EntityTypeID: 7999</td>
<td>types: establishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phone: 0892701239</td>
<td>formatted_phone_number: +33 892 70 12 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Locality: Paris</td>
<td>formatted_address: Champ de Mars,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PostalCode: 75007</td>
<td>5 Avenue Anatole France, 75007 Paris, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AddressLine: Champ De Mars, Avenue Anatole France ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*DisplayName* in the schema of the provider 1 and the attribute name in the schema of the provider 2 represent the name of the POI but they have different labels. Consider two attributes $att_1^1 \in S_1$ and $att_2^2 \in S_2$, $S_1$ and $S_2$ have an attribute heterogeneity difference iff

$$ (att_1^1 \equiv att_2^2) \wedge (att_1^1.label \neq att_2^2.label \vee att_1^1.type \neq att_2^2.type) $$

**Different Structures:**

Schemas may have various structures. One attribute of one schema may correspond to two or more attributes of another schema. Returning to Table I, the address is represented by three attributes Locality, PostalCode and AddressLine in the schema of the provider 1 while the attribute formatted_address in the schema of the provider 2 represents the full address. That is, a concept is described by one attribute of the schema $S_1$ and by two or more attributes of the schema $S_2$, or vice versa.

$$ att_1^1 \equiv (att_2^2, att_2^2, \ldots) \vee (att_1^1, att_1^2, \ldots) \equiv att_2^2 $$

There are complex correspondences between the structures of the schemas. For instance, more than one attribute of a schema may correspond to more than one attribute of another (i.e., [n:m] correspondences). We do not consider the complex correspondences in this paper since the schemas in the context of LBS are simple.

2) **Terminological Differences:**

This level is related to the heterogeneity of values for primary and secondary terminological attributes of two corresponding entities.

**Different Data:**

Two corresponding entities have different values for their corresponding terminological attributes (primary or secondary). $e_1$ and $e_2$ have different data iff

$$ \exists att_1^1 \in A_1 \cup B_1, \exists att_2^2 \in A_2 \cup B_2 \wedge (e_1 \equiv e_2 \wedge (e_1.att_1^1 \equiv e_2.att_2^2) \wedge (e_1.att_1^1.val \neq e_2.att_2^2.val) $$

Note that the degree of difference between the data varies. This variation may be classified as semantic (SEM) or syntactic (SYN). The former consists of two corresponding attributes that have different values but are based on the same concept (e.g., eat-drink and restaurant are two POI types that have the same meaning). The latter is about the syntax of corresponding attributes’ values. They are a consequence of the different ways that a value can be written in real life, without any alteration of its meaning, or a result of human errors (i.e., misspellings, word permutations, aliases, different standards, acronyms, abbreviations and multilingualism).

In Table I, the type of the entity $x$ is 7999 while it is establishment for the entity $y$. Different Data (SEM and SYN) is classified as Inter-Difference.

**Missing Data (MD):**

Two corresponding entities having a feature that is described by one entity and missed by the other. In Table I, the website is missing from the entity $x$ while it is given by the entity $y$. This difference is classified as Inter-Difference. $e_1$ and $e_2$ have missing data iff

$$ (\exists att_1^2 \in A_2 \cup B_2, \exists att_1^2 \in A_2 \cup B_2 \wedge (e_1.att_1^2 \equiv att_2^2 \wedge (e_1.att_1^2.val = NULL \vee e_2.att_1^2.val = NULL)) \vee (\exists att_1^2 \in A_2 \cup B_2, att_1^2 \in B_2 \wedge att_2^2 \neq att_2^2) $$

**Similar Data:**

It consists of two entities that have similar values for terminological attributes but refer to two distinct POIs of the same type. Consider two POIs $p' \in P$ and $p'' \in P$ of the same type, and two entities $e' \in E$ and $e'' \in E$ that refer to $p'$ and $p''$ respectively. If $e'$ and $e''$ have similar values for any terminological attributes, then the difference between $e'$ and $e''$ is denoted as similar data.

$$ \exists att' \in B', \exists att'' \in B'' \wedge (p' \neq p'') \wedge (p'.type = p''.type) \wedge (f(e') = p') \wedge (f(e'') = p'') \wedge ((e'.NAME.val \equiv e''.NAME.val) \vee (e'.att.val \equiv e''.att.val)) $$

Usually, the Similar Data difference appears when we have two or more branches of the same organization. Entities that represent these branches are of the same type, have similar terminological values (e.g., place name), located in different...
areas and not corresponding to each other because each branch is a distinct POI. This differences is classified as Similar Data is classified as Intra-Difference and Inter-Difference.

3) Spatial Differences:
At this level, we investigate the problem of positioning between the corresponding entities. Three differences can be distinguished.

Different Locations (DL):
Two corresponding entities have different values for their corresponding spatial attributes. The two entities of Table I refer to Eiffel Tower, but they have different longitude and latitude values. The distance between the two locations is approximately 226 meters. This difference is classified as Intra-Difference.

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall e_1 \in \mathbb{E}_1, \forall e_2 \in \mathbb{E}_2 \setminus f(e_1) &= p' \land f(e_2) \neq p' \\
\exists p \in \mathbb{P} \setminus (f(e_1) = f(e_2) = p)
\end{align*}
\]

Superposition:
This consists of two entities that have the same locations but refer to two distinct POIs of the same type and it is classified as Intra-Difference and Inter-Difference. Usually, this case appears in shopping centers where two POIs of the same type are located one above the other on two different floors. Consider two POIs \( p' \in \mathbb{P} \) and \( p'' \in \mathbb{P} \) of the same type, and two entities \( e' \in \mathbb{E} \) and \( e'' \in \mathbb{E} \) that refer to \( p' \) and \( p'' \) respectively. If \( e' \) and \( e'' \) have the same location, then the difference between \( e' \) and \( e'' \) is denoted as superposition.

\[
\begin{align*}
(p' \neq p'') \land (p'.type = p''.type) \land \\
(f(e'') = p'') \land (f(e') = p') \land \\
(e'.LATITUDE.val = e''.LATITUDE.val) \land \\
(e'.LONGITUDE.val = e''.LONGITUDE.val)
\end{align*}
\]

4) Entity’s Availability:
The entity’s availability category takes into account errors that can be found in the entity set of a provider. Two differences can be distinguished at this level.

Not Found Entity:
This case, classified as Inter-Difference, consists of a POI that is given by one provider but not by the other. Considering the POI \( p' \in \mathbb{P} \), \( p' \) is a Not found POI iff

\[
\exists e_1 \in \mathbb{E}_1, \forall e_2 \in \mathbb{E}_2 \setminus f(e_1) = p' \land f(e_2) \neq p'
\]

Duplicate Entities:
This case, classified as Intra-Difference, corresponds to two entities of the same provider that refer to the same POI. Consider two entities \( e_1 \in \mathbb{E}_1 \) and \( e_1 \in \mathbb{E}_1 \), \( e_1 \) and \( e_1 \) are two duplicate entities iff

\[
\exists p \in \mathbb{P} \setminus (f(e_1) = f(e_1) = p)
\]

Although the differences described in the taxonomy are elementary, the detection of the corresponding entities requires some hard work because a combination of differences may occur when comparing two entities. For instance, the two entities \( x \) and \( y \) of Table I are two corresponding entities with a combination of four differences, namely 1) Attribute Heterogeneity, 2) Different Structure, 3) Syntactic Different Data (SYN) and 4) Different Locations (DL).

IV. BENCHMARK

The taxonomy of differences is useful to get statistics about LBS providers and to understand how they can be integrated. Also, it serves to create a benchmark that evaluates the performance of spatial entity matching approaches and to build a characterized dataset that serves for machine learning purposes. In this section we describe PABench [20] based on this taxonomy.

A. Overview of the matching process

In general, the data integration process consists of three consecutive phases namely 1) schema/ontology matching, 2) entity matching and 3) entity merging or fusion. The schema matching task helps finding corresponding attributes between two schemas in order to compare their values later in the entity matching task. It produces an alignment between the corresponding attributes accompanied by a transformation.
function such as combination, split, etc. A schema matching approach must be able to handle the differences denoted in the schema category namely Attribute Heterogeneity and Different structures. In the context of LBS, the schema matching of providers can be done manually since their schemas are small and simple, so that there is no need for semi- or fully-automatic approaches to handle the schema matching task. Secondly, (spatial) entity matching approaches are used to find corresponding entities in several datasets to merge them together. It takes as input the datasets that need to be merged and the alignment of their schemas produced by the schema matching task. Entity matching can be done by computing a similarity score between each pair of entities. Then, a matching approach considers a pair of entities as corresponding if its similarity score is higher than a given threshold [34], or produces a list of pairs of entities ranked according to their similarity score. Concerning spatial entity matching systems, they measure the degree of similarity between entities using various techniques such as Euclidean distance between entities’ locations, semantic equivalence and syntactic comparison of terminological information. These measures serve to compute a score that indicates their belief that two entities correspond. Finally, the entity merging phase takes as input the result of the entity matching task in order to fuse the corresponding entities. How the entities are merged depends on how these entities will be used, it may be done by a simple combination of values or based on specific rules in a given context. In our context, we intend to consider the tourist rules to merge the spatial entities. Note that the schema matching and the entity merging are no longer discussed in this paper; next we focus on the evaluation of spatial entity matching approaches.

To evaluate the performance and the results’ quality of a spatial entity matching system, consider two datasets, namely source and target, for which a list of correct correspondences, called ground truth, is known in advance. For each entity in the source dataset, the matching system will try to find the corresponding entity from the target dataset. Thus, correspondences returned by the matching system are compared to the ground truth correspondences in order to measure how successfully the matching system detects the expected answer.

B. Benchmark construction

PABench has been constructed based on the differences defined in the taxonomy. Recall that a spatial entity consists of spatial and terminological (primary and secondary) information and refers to a real world POI. Deciding whether two spatial entities correspond is a challenging task due to the differences that occur between them. As previously mentioned, two corresponding entities being compared may have a combination of differences where each combination is a distinct situation of differences. To understand the weaknesses and strong points of an entity spatial matching system, the evaluation must be characterized according to the situations of differences that may occur between entities. In other words, it is required to evaluate a spatial entity matching system based on each situation of differences.

The possible situations of differences are computed based on the taxonomy of differences with respect to the entity matching task. Since the entity matching goal is to detect the corresponding entities, only the differences concerning corresponding entities are considered, namely Different Locations (DL) and Equipollent Positions (EP) from the spatial category and Missing Data (MD), Semantic Different Data (SEM) and Syntactic Different Data (SYN) from the terminological category. Superposition, Similar Data and Not Found Entity differences may be used to add noise entities (see below) when comparing the source and target datasets. Finally, Duplicate Entities must be pre-handled before the entity matching task using deduplication techniques to ensure the quality of used datasets.

Spatial information is only expressed by an entity’s location, it may have zero (i.e., no difference) or only one difference in the spatial category differences. The set of spatial differences $S_{dif}$ is given by:

$$S_{dif} = \{\emptyset, DL, EP\}$$

Primary terminological information is expressed by an entity’s name and type, it may have zero, one (i.e., at least one attribute has the difference) or two differences of the terminological category differences. The Missing Data (MD) difference cannot be considered because the primary terminological attributes are always provided and have values (see Section III-A). The set of primary terminological differences $PT_{dif}$ is given by:

$$PT_{dif} = \{\emptyset, SEM, SYN, (SEM, SYN)\}$$

Secondary terminological information varies from one provider to another, it may have zero, one (i.e., at least one attribute has the difference), two (i.e., each difference appears at least once) or three differences of the terminological category differences. The set of secondary terminological differences $ST_{dif}$ is given by:

$$ST_{dif} = \{\emptyset, SEM, SYN, MD, (SEM, SYN, MD), (SEM, SYN), (SEM, MD), (SYN, MD)\}$$

Let $Situations_{dif}$ be the set of all possible combinations of differences that may occur between two corresponding entities at all levels (spatial, primary terminological and secondary terminological).

$$Situations_{dif} = \{a, b, c | a \in S_{dif}, b \in PT_{dif}, c \in ST_{dif}\}$$

where

$$|Situations_{dif}| = 3 \times 4 \times 8 = 96$$

Returning to Table I, the two corresponding entities $x$ and $y$ have a combination of differences. For spatial information they have Different Locations (spatial coordinates), for primary terminological information they have Syntactic Different Data (name, type) and for secondary terminological information they have Syntactic Different Data (phone, address) and Missing Data (website). The situation $s \in Situations_{dif}$ between $x$ and $y$ is given by $s = \{DL, SYN, (SYN, MD)\}$. To guarantee that the situations have no redundancy, each situation $s \in Situations_{dif}$ must be unique and exclusive, in the sense that the situations do not share any relation between them such as intersection, inclusion, etc. Thus, our benchmark consists of comparing a source dataset with a target dataset in which the corresponding entities have a specific situation of differences. If the correct answer
(represented by the ground truth) is returned by a matching approach, it means that it is able to deal with the given situation.

**Definition 7: TestCase**
For each situation \( s \in \text{Situations}_{\text{diff}} \), we define a test case that consists of a source dataset \( E_S \subset E \) (\( E = \bigcup_{k=1}^n E_k \)), a target dataset \( E_T \subset E \) and a ground truth between both source and target datasets.

\[
\text{TestCase}(s) = (E_S, E_T, \text{groundTruth})
\]

Noise entities may be added to \( E_S \) and \( E_T \). A noise entity is an entity that exists in one dataset and does not have any correspondence in the other dataset. The goal of adding noise entities is to explain whether a matching approach is able to avoid detecting two non-corresponding entities even if they have near locations or similar information. Noise entities should contain entities with Not Found Entity, Similar Data and Superposition differences. Concerning the Not found Entity difference, it can be easily detected from the real entities of LBS providers. But Similar Data and Superposition are hard to detect, in this case we intend to automatically generate entities with such differences. These test cases allow us to find the situations of differences that a matching approach is able to handle and to what degree this handling is possible in order to differentiate it from other similar approaches.

**C. Quality measure and impact of differences**

Results’ quality of a matching system is measured by the standard performance measures that come from the information retrieval domain, precision, recall and F-measure [35]. These measures evaluate the performance of a matching system by comparing its results to ground truth’s results. Also, they help to understand weaknesses and strengths of a matching approach for each test case. Table II classifies the contingency of evaluation measures’ base. Precision calculates the proportion of correct correspondences detected by the matching system among all detected correspondences. Using the notations of Table II, the precision is given by formula (1). A 100% precision means that all correspondences detected by the matching system are true.

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \quad (1)
\]

Recall computes the proportion of correct correspondences detected by the matching system among all correct correspondences. The recall is given by formula (2). A 100% recall means that all correct correspondences have been found by the matching system.

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad (2)
\]

F-measure is a trade off between precision and recall and it is calculated with the formula (3). The \( \beta \) parameter of formula (3) regulates the respective influence of precision and recall (\( \beta \in \mathbb{R}^+ \)). It is often set to 1 to give the same weight to these two evaluation measures.

\[
F - \text{measure}(\beta) = \frac{(\beta^2 + 1) \times \text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\beta^2 \times \text{precision} + \text{recall}} \quad (3)
\]

It is important to analyze how the differences of the taxonomy impact these measures in order to discover the weaknesses and the strengths of an approach. Concerning the Attribute Heterogeneity, Different Structure and Duplicate Entities differences, they are pre-handled before launching the spatial entity matching process. Different Data (SEM and SYN), Missing Data, Different Locations and Equipollent Positions must be addressed through the matching system. They impose obstacles that may prevent a matching system from detecting the correct corresponding entities. Hence, if a matching approach fails to overcome those obstacles, True Positive (TP) decreases, False Negative (FN) increases and recall decreases. Concerning Superposition and Similar Data, two distinct entities with the same location or with similar data may be detected as corresponding. These differences increase False Positive (FP) and precision decreases. The Not Found Entity concerns a POI that is represented by one provider and not by the other, that means the entity of the first provider does not correspond to any of the entities of the second provider. But it risks a situation where a matching approach detects a correspondence for an entity of this difference, which increases FP and precision decreases. Also, this difference impacts the entity merging phase because as long as the number of available entities is small, we cannot ensure the correctness of information. In the case of Duplicate Entities, a matching approach may detect the same correspondence twice. This case will increase TP leading to a wrong precision value. That is why it is important to verify the quality of providers’ datasets before starting the matching process using deduplication techniques. Table III summarizes the taxonomy of differences and their impacts on the quality measures.

**V. Datasets**

A tool that consists of two modules has been implemented in order to generate the datasets of test cases. The first module, called GeoBench [36], is addressed to experts and it serves to build a characterized dataset in a semi-automatic process through the sets of three LBS providers namely Google Maps, Nokia Here Maps and Geonames. Let \( E_1, E_2 \) and \( E_3 \) be the datasets of the three LBS providers respectively. Experts can search for a specific or random source entity from one provider, and then GeoBench searches for the nearby target entities from the two others separately. For each retrieved target entity, an expert has to decide whether it corresponds to the source entity and to select the differences that exist between the two entities at each level (spatial, primary and secondary terminological). Concerning the secondary terminological level, only the most common secondary information is considered namely phone number, website and address. These three secondary attributes may have Missed Data (MD) or Syntactic Difference Data (SYN) assuming that it is impossible to have a Semantic Different Data (SEM) according to the information that they represent (e.g., two corresponding phone numbers may be

**TABLE II. CONTINGENCY TABLE OF EVALUATION MEASURES.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matching approach</th>
<th>Ground truth</th>
<th>Corresponding entities</th>
<th>Non-corresponding entities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corresponding entities</td>
<td>True Positive (TP)</td>
<td>False Negative (FN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-corresponding entities</td>
<td>False Positive (FP)</td>
<td>True Negative (TN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III. Taxonomy of differences and quality measures impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Different</th>
<th>Intra-Diff</th>
<th>Inter-Diff</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schema</td>
<td>Attribute Heterogeneity</td>
<td>X (dynamic schema)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Different structure</td>
<td>X (dynamic schema)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminology</td>
<td>Different Data (SEM)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>TP _{syn}, FN _{syn}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Different Data (SYN)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>TP _{syn}, FN _{syn}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missing Data (MD)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>TP _{syn}, FN _{syn}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>Similar Data (MD)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>FP _{syn}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Different locations (DL)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>FP _{syn}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equipment Positions (EP)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>FP _{syn}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Not found POI</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>FP _{wrong value}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. Number of entities and correspondences produced using GeoBench (October 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of entities</th>
<th>Number of correspondences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_1$</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>$E_1 \cup E_2$ 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_2$</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>$E_2 \cup E_3$ 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_3$</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>total 1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V. Top five test cases according to the number of detected correspondences (October 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case #</th>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Number of Correspondences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>{EP, SYN, {SYN, MD}}</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>{DL, SYN, {SYN, MD}}</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>{EP, SYN, SYN}</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>{EP, SEM, {SYN, MD}}</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>{0, SYN, {SYN, MD}}</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

syntactically different but can never be semantically different). In this case, the number of the possible situations decreases from 96 to 48. In other contexts, the Semantic different Data (SEM) may be considered (e.g., when comparing the food type of two entities of restaurant’s type, Pizza vs Italian food). GeoBench allows us to create a dataset $E = E_1 \cup E_2 \cup E_3$ in which, for each pair of entities, we know the relevance of correspondence and the situation of differences. Note that $E_1$, $E_2$ and $E_3$ contain only the entities processed by GeoBench and not the whole set of entities of the three LBS providers.

The second module has been implemented to generate the test cases, it uses the dataset $E$ created by GeoBench to generate source and target datasets for each situation $s \in \text{Situations}_\text{diff}$. This module allows to configure the characteristics of a test case through a set of parameters in order to control aspects such as situation of differences, percentage of correspondences and percentage of noise. Once the characteristics of a test case are configured, source and target datasets are generated with a ground truth file so the evaluators can assess the results of their approaches. The module will search for all pairs of entities that match the requested situation of differences, then the entities of each pair will be distributed between the source and the target datasets and, the identifiers of corresponding entities will be listed together in the ground truth file. Finally, noise entities will be added to the target dataset or source dataset.

Statistics shown in Table IV represent the number of entities of each provider’s dataset and the number of correspondences between them. Table V provides the top five test cases according to the number of detected correspondences. More statistics are available online along with PA-Bench[20]. Retrieved datasets describe real world POIs where entities have been retrieved from several existing LBS providers using their web services. These datasets do not contain any redundancies or duplicated entities. The current version of the benchmark, as of October 2014, contains 1070 corresponding entities. All entities are available in CSV/SQLO standard format to be easily parsed and used. To ensure that the test cases are rich enough, entities are distributed in several geographical zones/countries and refer to POIs of several types including large POIs and small POIs. Note that in the practice of the LBS context, some situations of differences rarely occur (e.g., the situation where two entities from different providers have no difference at all).

In the future, we intend to develop an entity generator tool that takes a subset of source entities to modify the values of their attributes (spatial, primary and secondary terminological) in order to create a target dataset that expresses these rare situations.

VI. ANALYZE AND FIRST USE OF PROVIDERS’ DATASETS

In this section, we demonstrate the resistance of the benchmark against frequently used basic measures. To reach this goal, a simple matching tool (one similarity measure and a threshold) is used to determine the difficulty of the spatial entity matching task and to show the heterogeneity of our collected dataset. Our basic matching tool consists in comparing the values of a single terminological attribute using a string similarity measure. Entity pairs that have the highest similarity score above a given threshold are considered as corresponding. This simple approach is used to match $E_1$ with $E_2$ and $E_1$ with $E_3$. Concerning the terminological information, we will compare the values of the NAME attribute using Levenshtein string similarity measure [37]. Experiments are repeated by varying the threshold value. The results are measured in terms of precision, recall and F-measure (see Section IV-C). Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the matching quality of $E_1$ with $E_2$ and $E_1$ with $E_3$ respectively. The x-axis represents the values of threshold and the y-axis represents the values of precision, recall and F-measure. For a small value of threshold (0.1), the precision is low (75% for $E_1$ vs $E_2$ and 85% for $E_1$ vs $E_3$), which means that 25%-15% of detected corresponding entities are not correct according to the ground truth. However, the recall is high (99% in both cases), which means that the matching approach does not miss any of the ground truth correspondences. Increasing the threshold increases the precision and decreases the recall. For a high value of threshold (0.9), precision increases up to 98% in both cases, which indicates that most of the detected
correspondences are correct according to the ground truth. Conversely, the recall decreases to approximately 50%, which means that the half of the ground truth correspondences are missing. A trade-off is reached for a 0.5 threshold, in which case the F-measure is up to 80% for E₁ vs E₂ and 90% for E₁ vs E₃, which indicates that using a simple matching method is not enough to resolve the matching problem. Similar results are obtained when the Levenshtein measure is replaced by the JaroWinkler measure [38][39][40] (see Figures 3(a) and 3(b)). A trade off is achieved with a 0.8 threshold and the F-measure is up to 80% for E₁ vs E₂ and 87% for E₁ vs E₃. Except that JaroWinkler keeps the same quality with threshold up to 0.6 while it decreases with Levenshtein from 0.4, this means that the scores calculated by Levenshtein for corresponding entities is lower than the scores calculated by JaroWinkler. The two similarity measures are approximately equivalent in terms of results’ quality, but the Levenshtein metric is more efficient in terms of execution time. Table VI compares their execution times according to the number of entities in matched datasets.

These experiments show that basic similarity measures are not enough to match the real and heterogeneous data of PABench. Note that matching E₂ with E₃ have the same trend as matching E₁ with E₂ and E₁ with E₃.

VII. CONCLUSION

Spatial entity matching has become a basic problem in many application domains such as heterogeneous location-based services. In this paper, we highlighted the absence of a benchmark to compare and evaluate spatial entity matching approaches. We proposed a taxonomy that characterizes differences, heterogeneities and errors between LBS providers at four levels: schema, terminology, spatial and availability. We studied the impact of the identified differences on the results’ quality of a matching approach and we proposed the necessary specifications to design a benchmark, called PABench, that serves to evaluate and compare spatial entity matching approaches. We believe that our proposition will allow researchers to better evaluate their matching approaches, identify the capabilities of their approaches, and also guide performance improvements in existing spatial entity matching approaches. In the future, PABench may be extended by 1) adding more entities and 2) automatically generating entities to cover the situations of differences that occur only rarely in the LBS context. Also, we intend to create a survey that compares and evaluates existing approaches in terms of results’ quality and execution time using our benchmark. This evaluation will explain the weaknesses and the strengths of current works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Number of comparisons</th>
<th>Execution time of Levenshtein (sec)</th>
<th>Execution time of JaroWinkler (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E₁ vs E₂</td>
<td>715 × 583</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E₁ vs E₃</td>
<td>715 × 282</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E₂ vs E₃</td>
<td>583 × 282</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI. EXECUTION TIME FOR LEVENSHTEIN AND JAROWINKLER ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF ENTITIES IN MATCHED DATASETS.
which will help to propose a better matching approach. On the other hand, the proposed taxonomy is limited to punctual geographical objects, but it may be extended to cover complex objects (e.g., polygons and lines) in order to be used for complex geographical data.
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